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About This Content

Considered by some to be the pinnacle of British steam locomotive design, the Class 9F comes to Train Simulator in British
Railways black livery.

The Standard Class 2-10-0 locomotive was designed by Robert Riddles for BR and was the last in a series of standardised
locomotive classes designed in the 1950s. The Class was originally intended for use on heavy freight trains at fast speeds over

long distances; however, it proved extremely capable and versatile, being used on passenger services as well.

In total, 251 locomotives were built in the Class, and 92220 Evening Star was the last steam locomotive to be built by BR in
1960.

Withdrawals of the Class began in May 1964, although some survived until the end of British steam in 1968. Nine locomotives
in the Class survived the scrapyard, with Evening Star now being part of the National Collection in the UK and others either in

full working order or in restoration.

The 9F for Train Simulator is a former Iron Horse House model, which has been updated to TS2015 standard, including new
scenarios and improved exterior modelling. It is available in BR Black livery in both single and double chimney variants with

BR1A and BR1D tenders. Also included are 16T mineral wagons and a BR brake van.

The locomotive is also Quick Drive compatible, giving you the freedom to drive the BR 9F on any Quick Drive enabled route
for Train Simulator, such as those available through Steam. Also included are scenarios specifically for the Western Lines of

Scotland route (available separately and required to play these scenarios).
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Scenarios

Three scenarios for the Western Lines of Scotland route:

Border Heavyweight

Heavy Haul to Kingmoor

Military March

More scenarios are available on Steam Workshop online and in-game. Train Simulator’s Steam Workshop scenarios are free and
easy to download, adding many more hours of exciting gameplay. With scenarios being added daily, why don’t you check it out

now!

Click here for Steam Workshop scenarios.

Key Features

9F in BR Black livery

Single and double chimney variants

BR1A and BR1D tenders

Freight wagons, including 16T mineral wagons and Brake Van

Quick Drive compatible

Scenarios for the Western Lines of Scotland route

Download size: 310mb
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Why bother getting wallpapers from Google for free when you can buy them as DLC instead?
Not even sure how to view them but that doesn't really matter, it's still an epic DLC which is a must for all die hard fans.. Like
Space Hulk but real-time, more actiony, less horrory tension but with lots and lots of grenadables.. This game is strangely
addictive and fun. Nice and short visual novel game. The stories are really nice and enjoyable, and this is a great game for fans
of Everlasting Summer.. While this game does support Oculus Rift headset, it does not support Oculus Touch controllers, and
will crash the moment you press any button on it.. A short but very nice exploration game. Once you figure out how to set and
adjust the various filters, you begin exploring an alien world, picking up notes from a group of explorers and learning their
story.. i'm 15 and i still had to look up a guide for this game..

10/10. This is ridiculously cute and delivers everything it promises. Probably the first time I've seen Steam reviews be way off
the mark. Some people complain your characters don't really say anything interesting except starting/ending relationships, which
isn't true in my experience. Maybe the Halloween Update fixed that. Others say there's not enough variety and like, there's not a
TON of variety but there's like half a dozen types of missions and half a dozen locations which all mixed in together makes it
pretty diverse. The weapons and bracelets are super varied too. I'm halfway done and I still haven't found everything. Not worth
$20 tho, wait until it's on sale. I think the developer may have priced it with that in mind. Very solid $10 or $5 game. Full
disclosure: I have never watched Buffy so I can't comment on how good of an homage this is.. This Game Says it's multiplayer
... it has no menu !. Tidalis combines the best of match-three and falling block puzzle games. It can be fast and frantic or simple
and relaxing, depending on which options you select and combine from the dozens and dozens of different gameplay modes.
The singleplayer story is also ridiculously long.
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I may be a little biased because I've never really been a fan of racing games but I know a poorly made game when I see one and
god is this one of them. The graphics are subpar and the game doesn't even do anything to make up for that, it's just your typical
bare bones racing game. For some reason they felt the need to not have standard controls and don't have a tutorial or even a
place on the menu to tell you what the controls are or how the game works. Your car also seems to just blow up randomly I'm
still not sure why.
Don't even waste your time on this game even if you enjoy racing.. Here's a video i did to show some of the gameplay 
https://youtu.be/QPkoEoWm7i0 The game isn't as bad as i first thought however It'd be great if the zombies didn't have "Magic
attacks" and thus able to♥♥♥♥♥♥you with there rapid fire "Spells" before you can get a shot off as Sara. The first person the
blond "Sara" has a gun, but it's slow and lacks the feeling of power to it's shots. The red head "Matthew? "has a
kick♥♥♥♥♥chainsaw and the zombies she encounters seem to have less rapid fire magic attacks. Overall it's worth a buck "IF
YOU CAN HANDLE THE DIFFICULTY AND PERMADEATH" maybe two but nothing more unless more stuff is added or
improved upon. I do want to say that i respect the effort made by the dev's on this as it's way better than anything i could make..
A short cool space game with an interesting time progression system. Disks do work in the rec room computer, just fiddle with
them a bit for some backstory that fits very well with the environment. I thought the ending was exquisite.. The game is a little
broken-looking, but that's part of the fun. It's not unplayble or anything. I'd get it for some cheap fun with friends. It's only five
bucks, so why not?. Woke up first thing in the morning and tried out this game. I regret getting out of bed because of the
amazing things I've seen. Why was the elephant just watching and waiting? So many unsolved mysteries, this game will make
your brain think in ways you never thought possible. BIG UPS to the guitar playing polar bear. <3. Giving this a positive vote
because there is no neutral option and I don't think it deserves a negative, despite its flaws.

Gameplay-wise, the premise is fairly straightforward. Each zone has a number of red buttons and a locked exit door. Navigate
yourself close enough to the red buttons to activate them (causing them to change color). Once the buttons have all been pressed,
the door is unlocked and you can move to the next zone.

Movement is fairly typical: 4 directions + jump (though for some reason the default keys are QZSD?? I had to exit the game to
change them). Most of the zones have no floor and if you fall through the bottom you will respawn at the beginning of the stage.
You have the ability to place temporary platforms in front of you (or whichever direction the camera is pointing). The standard
platforms are green, but you can also place blue platforms which act as a trampoline. Cool idea, but the most efficient way to
move around is to point your camera down and keep dropping trampolines directly under your feet until you get where you need
to go.

Based on the trailer and the game description, I was expecting something different. Parts of the trailer appear as though the
player is flying freely, and the frequent mention of "wandering" suggested that there would be more open exploration. The
reality is that each zone is a boxed-in area. If there are no visible walls, moving too far from the play area will count as a fall and
you'll respawn. Each area is effectively a solid sculpture. You can climb on the solid forms you find throughout each zone, but
they'll also get in your way as you try to bound around on your platforms.

I experienced some problems during my playthrough, and I don't know if they're common. Occasionally I would hear the chirp
of success when I reached a button, but when I turned to look directly at the button, I saw that it was still red. Pressing it again
changed the color but didn't activate the sound. Additionally, in several levels, I found myself flung downward at great speed
and barely caught myself from hitting the bottom. I'm not sure if this was the result of my bumping an object that I couldn't see
or if there was a downward current in place with no visual cues (unlikely, since after catching myself I could generally ascend
without difficulty). Either way, it was very frustrating.

Ultimately, I think this game is trying to do 2 directly opposing things. It's very closed and linear but bills itself as a wandering
experience. It features narrow platforming and falling death as a primary obstacle but wants to be "relaxing" exploration.

I think it would be a good idea for the dev to explore these ideas separately. Make one game with fall danger, linear progression,
and precision platforming. Make another game with massive expansive areas (not necessarily unobstructed), free exploration
and high mobility. Thinking about stuff like Grow Home (especially in the late game), Antichamber, and Proteus for inspiration
here.. This program is amazing looking around ofther people level is so good and will last for days worth of enjoyment, the
building is also verey good and fun to use. one of the best programs i use and that i will keep comig back to.
also some controle tip hold the gips on side of vive controller press grip\/up to scale up and gip\/down to scale down changes the
whole feel of the dioramas, also use grip + left and right to rotate world :). when not holding grip left and right on track pad will
change time of day.
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